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ABSTRACT
A dynamic substructuring analysis, utilizing the component modes techni-
que, of the 1/8 scale Space Shuttle Orbiter finite element model is presented.
The analysis was accomplished in 3 phases, using NASTRAN RIGID FORMAT 3 (Level
15.5.1), with appropriate Alters, on the IBM 360-370 (Model 165). The Orbiter
was divided into 5 substructures, each of which was reduced to interface de-
grees of freedom and generalized normal modes. The reduced substructures were
then coupled in Phase 2 to yield the first 23 symmetric free-free orbiter modes.
The eigenvectors in the original grid point degree of freedom lineup were then
recovered in Phase 3. A comparison is then made with an analysis which was
performed with the same model using the direct coordinate elimination approach
under NASA contract NAS 1-10635-12 (Reference 1). Eigenvalues were extracted
using the inverse power method.
vii
INTRODUCTION
This portion of task NAS 1-10635-21 was undertaken to develop a modal
synthesis approach to the substructuring procedure for analyzing the
elements of the NASTRAN finite element model previously generated for the 1/8-
scale shuttle dynamic model. _nis model consists of an o_oiter and two solid
rocket boosters all attached to a central external tank. Photographs of the
assembled model are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 (NASA Langley photos L73 6687
and L73 6688). The NASTRAN (NASA Structural Analysis) finite element represen-
tation of theorbiter model is described in Reference 1. The NASTRAN finite
element representation for the external tank and solid rocket boosters are des-
cribed in References 2 and 3, respectively. A statistical description of
these finite element models is shown on Table l, which lists the number of grid
points used, the number and types of members, and the degrees of freedom (DOF)
remaining after reducing the number of independent coordinates.
This reduction is accomplished by imposing single point constrants (SPC) or
multiple point constrants (MPC), or by assuming certain coordinates have no
forces applied to them. The latter approach is called Guyan, after its origi-
nator (Reference h).
The overall analysis flow, in Fig. 3-1 in Volume II of Reference l,
represents the originally proposed analysis for the combined total vehicle.
The Orbiter was divided into five substructures: fuselage, cargo doors, fin,
wing, and payload. The external tank was divided into two substructures: the
LOX tank and the aft portion of the external tank (consisting of the inter-
bank skirt, LH 2 tank, and aft tank skirt). The SRB originally was to be
handled as a single unit (consisting of the forward skirt, propellant cylinder
and propellant, and the aft skirt), however, after computer storage problems
were encountered, it was divided into two substructures as shownin Figs. 16
and 17 of Reference 3.
Referring to Fig. 3-2 in VolumeII of Reference i, observe that each of
tile five O_'blte±"_o_I'ucLu_'e_ w_ _n_iyzed Lu pi_oducereduced mass and stiff-
ness matrices for selected dynamic degrees of freedom (DOF's) and interface
attachment points. Modesfor these substructures were then obtained with the
interfaces held. An exception is the fuselage, which was analyzed in a free-
free condition. This approach aided in checking and understanding the behavior
of the combined Orbiter vehicle. Next, the five substructure stiffness and mass
matrices were merged to form the total Orbiter mass and stiffness matrices.
Thesematrices were again reduced to yield final stiffness and mass matrices
that were used in the modal analysis. This procedure of first merging the
mass and stiffness matrices, then obtaining the eigenvalues, is called the
direct method in this report.
Several technical problems arose during the study which prevented the com-
pletion of the proposed overall analysis, namely:
• The Orbiter analysis was completed at the sametime that initial
test results were madeavailable. A rather poor correlation was
shownto exist for the Orbiter alone
• The computer time required to analyze the hydroelastic model for
the External Tank proved to be excessive
• The computer time required to analyze the viscoelastic model for















































The two major problems encountered (lack of correlation of analysis and test
data for the orbiter; excessive computer time requirements for coupling the total
vehicle) forced a decision to abandon the original overall analysis flow. Oon-
sequently, b_S_ effort was redirected to rectifying the Orbiter ana_Is to




I and 5. These resulted in re-
rep_sentations which provided good agreement
i!
_:___ to the problem of excessive computer time
a two-pronged _i___ under task NASI-I0635-21 to find a means for
i_rovlng the :e_t_ or•tlm _txx_.li._cm,u,wis andto devel_ _oceaures
for using modal ceul_dmg for combi_ _he NASTRAN substructure models. The
latter effort i_ithe subSect of this relx_rt.
Much of
NASTRAN
the work done herein originates in the
in Reference 6.
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ORBITER FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
_ iI _,_,_
_ i_i¸ _!_i_¸
The Orbiter finite element model used in the analysis was the Mo_lel II ver-
sion developed in NASA contract NKSl-10635-12 (Reference 1). The Orbiter was
divided into five substructures (fuselage, wing, cargo doors, fin and payload).
The Model II statlstlo, nn .,--_.. ^_ _v_ .......
._.. ................. .-_., puAau_ and types of finite elements
are listed _,. Table. i. Also in Table i are the degree of freedom statistics
for the modl_ syut_hesis and dii'_et approaches. The N._aN Bulk Data for the
various substructures are listed in Volume II.
;_. !;, _,_....
SUBSTRUCTURING PROCEDURE
The subst techniq_. __d in the a_sis of the Orbiter is
known as _e _m_son_n_ _es or z_-_is approach. The general theory
is presented in Appendix A. The technique employed is essentially the same as
w'aie'nis s_'b_t not Iden_Acal to
Hurty's _e type of analysis chosen uses.con-
straint and _no_i,_< _
- _'!_ii_ _..... . and the ei_envectors need not be no_mlized
in any for a.more reliable analysis, pro_edmres
to  ,sess the the in
the Direct M_trixAbstracti_ _e_ure (DMAP) alter statements. These c_ks




spumous loads or reactions into the
dmnonstrate that SPC's do not
:%r_uaform_tion m_trices, such am Go,
are checkerto __i_S ,_.__ration in accuracy due to round-off
or ill-o_ti_. _i _reduced stillness matrix (after reduction) is checked
for equilibrium. _;._here_ced mass is conver_ed to a rigid body _ss (or weight)
matrix so %hat i%eould .l_e com_m_ %o the original matrix (MO matrix which is
detailed de
for these






I_ listing of AI_S_ are
L
NA_TRANRigid Format 3 via Alters. A de-
Alterse_ found in Appendix BI, while the actual
in Volt_e If, Appendix B2. The analysis was performed
in three phases, as shown in Fig. 3, for the schematic diagram of the analysis
flow. The three phases are similar to those proposedby R. Guyan in Reference 9.
A brief description of the three phases is as follows:
• PHASE i - Oomponent modes with interface fixed are calculated. The__
interface degrees of freedom are defined on SUPORT cards
determinate. O_Ic_tiom of ccm_maut generalized and
reduced interf_e m_%rlces (stiffness and mass) are per-
formed and 1mr on l_pe. _se 1 is done for each Sub-
structure.
• _ 2 - In this phase all uncoupled interface points are defined
%_ GRID ear_a. _be sme GRID cards from Phase i can be
i.i_i_/_,_es of fz_=edom excel_ st the interface
;_ SPC cards. All ecmz90ment modes found in
by unique scalar point numbers. Higher
_;_!_ modes not considered essemtial cam be put om SPC
cards_ _ The generalized and reduced interface matrices _from
Fmase i runs are then merged into an uncoupled pseudo-struc-
k _
....t_ire_;lineu_. The g-set consists of (6 x GRID POINTS +
_e comma in%efface de-
_grees of _ are coupled rasing MPC cards. The coupled
cam _ l_roceed thro_ the normal reduetio_ pro-
_sm to _iel_ s_st_ nors_l modes. A tape is created for
ee_h substructure containing final eigenvector= in the sub-
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• I_L_BE 3 - Retrieval of final detailed substructure mode shape (eigen-
vectors) in original substructure ORID POINT designation.
Phase 3 is done for each substructure.
ii
RESULTS AND DI8CU8SION
Results of the analysis are presented and discussed in this section. Where
possible, the results were compared to results obtained for the same model using
the direct coordinate elimination approach, which was performed under NASA con-
PHASE I COMPONENT MODES RESULTS
Although component modes were obtained in the direct method for checking
purposes, the modes for this phase were either free-free, or restrained but
without including the effects of the interface'springs. Therefore, the only
substructure that could be compared was the wing, and here the difference in
frequencies was less than i%.
Initially, in the modal approach, all but the massless degrees of freedom
were retained to obtaiu component modes. The wing, which was the first sub-
structure analyzed with this approach, yielded modes considered spurious. For
example, Fig. 4 shows a fictitious mode caused by retaining dynamic coor-
dinates at grid point directions connected by the minimal rods. The minimal
rods were provided to prevent singularities in the idealization, since they
separated shear panels not capable of resisting direct stress. These modes
disappeared when the appropriate degrees of freedom were omitted by GUYAN re-
duction.
Omitting only the mass!ess and fictitious degrees of freedom worked well
with all substructures, except the fuselage. Here, additional coordinates had
to be omitted_ since the number retained in the direct method was an upper
limit, if excessive computer time was to be avoided.
12
_ig.4 Fictitious Wing Mode Caused by Not
Omitting Degrees of Freedom in
Direction of Minimal Rod Line
13
Component mode plots are presented in Volume II. They contain 57 fuselage
modes, 20 wing modes, 35 cargo door modes, 7 fin modes and 12 payload modes.
A closer examination of these plots uncovered some deficiencies in the Model II
idealization of the wing.
The 6th wing component mode (404.5 Hz) in Appendix B6 demonstrated that
this idealization had practically no lateral resistance at the interstage
station. These flaws are shown in Fig. 5, which also indicates the fix-up
to be taken. This error should not affect the total Orbiter system modes, but
it would certainly affect a total Shuttle analysis, where the inclined inter-
stage link would produce force componenets in the lateral direction.
The 1Oth and llth wing component modes (599.4 and 613.6 Hz) in Appendix
B6 revealed the other flaw indicated in Fig. 5. The above modes disappeared
when the wing was rerun through Phase 1 with the indicated modifications. Table
2 contains comparison of frequencies before and after the modification. Figures
6 through 15 show plots of the modes of the re_-ised wing. Comparison of the
modal plots before and after modification show that the "kinks" have disappeared.
The revised wing was not used in the Orbiter analysis, since comparison of re-
sults with the same model that was used in direct method analysis was the objec-
tive. The final orbiter results (first 23 modes) indicated that only the first
3 wing component modes played a significant part for most orbiter modes (Refer to
Table 5). The small difference (3%) in frequencies for the first 3 modes








SOLID LINES ARE GRID LINES WITH STRUCTURAL RODS
DOTTED LINES ARE GRID LINES WITH MINIStAL RODS (A = .00! NT 2'
- /
SHEAR ONLY PANELS
FIXUP (BOTTOM COVER ONLY)
SUB-DIVIDE PANEL & INSERT
STRUCTURAL ROD BETWEEN
l_'l' _'f_UU'I'u_AL _U_O
ANY SHEAR IN PANEL NEXT
TO MINIMAL ROD AND TRIANGULAR
HOLE, WILL DUMP LOAD INTO --
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Fig. 5 Flaws in Model II Idealization (Bottom Wing Cover Shown)
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Fig. 6 Revised Wing (Mode i)
16
Fig. 7 Revised Wing (Mode 2)
17
Fig. 8 Revised Wing (Mode 3)
18
Fig. 9 Revised Wing (Mode 4)
19
Fig. i0 Revised Wing (Mode 5)
2O
Fig. ii Revised Wing (Mode 6)
21
irlq_3. MD4.14_S6
Fig. 12 Revised Wing (Mode 7)
22
: i i i
Fig. 13 Revised Wing (Mode 8)
23
Fig. 14 Revised Wing Mode 9)
24
Fig. 15 Revised Wing (Mode I0)
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Table 2 Wing Substructure Component Modes Comparison







































Local lateral at Interstage due to Idealization Error
Combined 2nd Vert. Bend & Torsion
2nd lateral Bend.
Combined 2nd lateral Bend & Vert. Bend
Caused by Idealization Error at Triangular Cutouts
Caused by Idealization Error at Triangular Cutouts
3rd Vert. Bend.
3rd lateral Bend.
*Fix-up version not used in overall analysis
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FINAL SYSTEM ORBITER RESULTS (SYMMETRIC MODES)
Table 3 shows good correlation between the Modal Synthesis and direct
method, and verifies the analytical eigenv_lues for the i/8-scale Model II
Orbiter. The door modes which are apparent in the Modal approach were completely
overlooked in the direct method because no dynamic degrees of freedom were in-
_J.u_z_ VAA UAZ_ _A. _--LUAAUL4_A_ UAA_ _VA _La.,_,_ i_ ----_ J-_'-- do0i _ _ ............ -'-_-W_AIt=_A
is the only door structure working in the symmetric case was flexible enough in
bending to cause lower frequency modes. Table 4 shows the contribution to the
Orbiter System generalized stiffness and mass of each substructure. As can be
seen, the door contribution is small for the overall Orbiter modes. Table 5
shows the contribution factors (generalized modal coordinate values) of the
substructure component modes to the Orbiter Sym. free-free modes. Table 6
gives the major contributing component modes and an attempt to classify them.
Plots of the final Orbiter modes were obtained from a Phase 3 run for each sub-
structure. Therefore, plots of the total Orbiter on one sheet could not be
obtained. Instead, individual substructure plots were obtained which were of
different scale. The plots are shown in Appendixes B14 through B18. As a
final check, Table 7 shows the summation of relative momentum forces of each
substructure for each mode and should demonstrate momentum balance (Sum = 0
for the Orbiter).
Because the door motion was prominent in the combined Orbiter modes, it
was decided to rectify the discontinuity between the door longeron and shell
at the interior strap locations. This can also be seen in the Model II door
component mode plots (Appendix B8). This was done by reverting back to a
Model I door shell where a shell grid line was incorporated at the interior
27
strap stations. The subdivided panels were made of CQUAD2 elements. This re-
vised door vras run through Fnase I to obtain component modes. The results of
this run are presented in Table 8 and the modes plotted in Figs. 16 through
27. From Table 8 the sensitivity of the door can be seen, when some of the
skin is made effective to resist the door longeron bending. The frequencies on
the __verage were higher a_ud the sequence of some of th_ mod_s was changed. This
revised door was not incorporated into the overall analysis since, as previously
stated, the purpose was to compare two methods for the same model.
Actually, the door should be idealized into a finer grid (station-wise) to
correctly represent the skin contribution to the bending stiffness of the door
longeron, which will materially affect the mode frequency. This would also help
if an Orbiter anti-symmetric analysis were to be performed, where the shear in
the door panels is transferred through the door longeron and straps to the
fuselage. The anti-symmetric torsion test case (Reference l) on the 1/8-scale
Orbiter proved that the Model II door longeron was too flexible since the analy-
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Table 6 Substructure Component Modes (Symmetrical
Case) i/8-Scale Model II
SUBSTRUC_.
F selage














































Nose Fore-Aft Translation Mode
Mid Section 1st Bending Component Mode
Aft End Vert. Bend.
Mid Section 2nd Bending Component Mode
Nose Vert. Bend.
Aft Frame Mode
Mid Section 3rd Bending Component Mode
Mid Section 4th Bending Component Mode
Aft End Vertical Translation Mode
Mid Section 5th Bending Component Mode
Local Thrust Bar Translation Mode
Nose &Mid Section Bending Mode









2nd Vert. Bend. I Continuous Door Longeron Beam3rd Vert. Bend. Modes on 6 Supports
4th Verb. Bend.
Local Aft Frame Mode
Local Fwd Frame Mode
Ist Lateral Bend.
2nd Lateral Bend. I Continuous Door Longeron Beam
3rd Lateral Bend. q Modes on Flexible Frame Supports
4th Lateral Bend.
Fore-Aft Translation Mode (Supported at strap interface)
Fore-Aft Axial Mode
Pitching Mode I NOTE: Fin on vert. interface springs
Vertical Mode I
ist Vert. Bending
Pitching (some ist Vert. Bend. )
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Table 8 Cargo Door Substructure Component Modes (Symmetrical










































I st Vert. Bend Component Mode
2nd Vert. Bend Component Mode
3rd Vert. Bend Component Mode
4th Vert. Bend Component Mode
Local Aft Frame Mode
Local Fwd Frame Mode
I st Lat. Door Long. Bend.
2nd [at. Door Long. Bend.
3rd [at. Door Long. Bend.
4th Lat. Door Long. Bend.
Fore-Aft Translation
Fore-Aft Axial






























































































































































































































It seems logical in the Modal Synthesis method to keep as many dynamic de-
grees of freedom as possible in obtaining component modes. Thus approximations
brought about by GUYAN reduction are eliminated. This approach worked rather
well with the smaller substructures, where only massless degrees of freedom and
those along fictitious nodal lines were eliminated by GUYAN reduction. The
large fuselage substructure could not be treated in the same way. It took 24
Central Processing Unit (CPU) minutes or 284 system minutes to obtain 1 mode with
614 degrees of freedom. Nine (9) (CPU) minutes or ll5 system minutes were spent
in the Real Eigenvalue Analysis (READ) module alone. It was therefore decided
to keep approximately the same number of dynamic degrees of freedom that was used
in the direct approach to compute component modes. Although there was no choice,
this was compounding the lack of accuracy since in modal synthesis accuracy is
lost by carrying only a reduced number of component modes into the coupling
run. Table 9 shows a comparison of computing time to obtain Orbiter Symmetric
modes for the two methods. The time spent in the READ module in system minutes
per mode extraction as a function of the dynamic degrees of freedom is plotted
in Fig. 28. J_s can be seen in the figure, there is a great need to incorporate
into NASTRAN _ more efficient eigenvalue extraction program, especially if one
has to calculate higher modes for a large problem. For higher modes there should
be more dynamic degrees of freedom (less Guyan reduction) in calculating component
modes, and more component modes must be extracted in Phase I.
From Table 9, the direct method is more economical, if one is to solve for
only the lower modes of the Orbiter. The advantage of the component modes ap-
oroach lies in the Phase 2 or coupling run, if more substructures were to be
47
coupled to the Orbiter (total Shuttle). For example, the Phase 2 results (Refer
to Table 5) showsthat only about 40 componentmodeswere important in computing
the first 23 system modes. The unimportant componentmodesin Phase 2 could be
eliminated, thus reducing the dynamic degrees of freedom from 220 to 121. From
El6. 28, it is evident that e!senvalue solutions in relatively short time can be
_h?_ne_] _n +o abo_ q60 de_rees of freedom. This leaves approximately 250 de-
grees of freedom for the added reduced substructures (external tanks and SRB)to
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The three phase modal coupling procedures adapted to NASTRAN may be stun-
marized as follows:
• The finite element model is divided into convenient substructures.
the analysis
• Phase 1 consists of calculating modes for each substructure re-
strained at the interface points. This phase also includes a series
of check calculations to guard against spurious forces, loss of mass,
or ill-conditioning during the matrix reduction process
• Phase 2 consists of assembling the substructure models together. In
this phase the interface points are merged and the modes considered
unnecessary to represent the various substructures are eliminated
Check calculations are made to test the merged interface stiff-
ness and mass matrices. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues for
the combined system are calculated
• Phase 3 consists of retrieval of the final detailed mode shape
for each substructure from individual tapes prepared during Phase 2.
This method was applied successfully to the i/8-scale shuttle model orbiter.
Comparison between results from modal coupling and those from the direct sub-
structure merging method previously used indicated good agreement. Spurious
modes of the cargo bay doors found here were probably also present in the
ether ,_-,_}...... ....),_ but were net revealed since no dynamic degrees of freedom were
assigned to them.
5O
The method can be used to reduce the dynamic degrees of freedom for the or-
biter, and to add the modes of the external tank and solid rocket booster while
limiting the problem size to about 350 degrees of freedom, which should permit
a real eigenvalue analysis of the combined shuttle.
Using Modal Synthesis and a harmonic reduction technique developed by Robert
Coppolino (Reference 2) for the hydro-elastic tanks, it is possible to reduce
the final dynamic degrees of freedom for that substructure down to approximately
350. Lower real eigenvalues could then be extracted within a reasonable time.
Regrettably, the total i/8-scale model of the shuttle could not be analyzed
because of limited time available, and only the Orbiter was analyzed to test
the Modal Synthesis procedure developed in this report.
Damping was not included in the modal synthesis procedure, since it is
only considered significantly large in the SRB substructure, which was not in-
cluded in this analysis. This would necessitate incorporating modal synthesis
procedures into Rigid Format 7, which uses the complex eigenvalue module CEAD.
It is doubtful if the total Shuttle model could be reduced to only 150 meaningful
dynamic degrees of freedom, as required, to have the complex eigenvalues ex-
tracted within a reasonable time. The 150 figure is based upon experience in
analyzing the Solid Rocket Booster (SRB), Reference 3. Twelve (12) complex eigen-
v_lues for 116 dynamic degrees of freedom were obtained, which took about 6.3
system minutes per mode in the CEAD (Complex Eigenvalue Analysis ) module. This
is about six times as long as a comparable problem required in the READ (Real
Eigenvalue Analysis) module. Referring to Fig. 28, we can see the system
minutes per mode for the CEAD module will rise rather sharply compared to the
READ module as the number of dynamic degrees of freedom increases.
51
It is therefore strongly recommendedthat before a modal synthesis (s_b-
structuring) procedure is adopted %oyield complex eigenvalues+ a more efficient
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NASTRAN COMPONENT MODES ANALYSIS GENERAL THEORY
APPENDIX A NASTRAN COMPONENT MODES ANALYSIS - GENERAL THEORY
Phase i - Representing Part of a Substructure by Normal Vibration Modes
The equations of motion for a substructure (after GUYAN reduction, if any)
are
where
IFal = IMaal lUa_ + IKaal I ual
i)








The substructure displacements may be represented as the superposition of





andlu_ is the vector of displacements due to [Ur_. The _u£_ displacements are
_Ur_ _*_due to _Pz_with = _0_ ,while the u displacements are due to [Ur_ with
_ _o_o
The relationship between lu*£_ and _Ur_ may be determined from the upper patti-




combining eq. 5 and 6 gives
uz = _--II Ir
8)
where 14 and Ir are unit matrices.




holding the interface fixed and writing the upper partition of eq. 9 for the
relative displacements _u_ , gives




and _i_= vector of modal displacements, Eq. 8may be rewritten as
13 )
It should be noted that_23 contains a reduced number of modes, i.e., the
number of columns of_A_ is less than _ , which is the number of degrees of
freedom in eq. iO.






Substitution of first Eq. 14 then Eq. 13 into Eq. 9, and using Eq. 7, yields
the following reduced matrix equation of motion in terms of the generalized modal
and interface coordinates.
- ! _ 13





[Krr l = [K_r _ T[G£1 + [Krr I 17)
18)
[Mrr_ = [G£ T]([M_,_'-_G_"] + [E_r_l+[MAr T][G£1 +[Mr-r7 20)
The resulting matrices from Eq. 16 to 20 will be input to Phase 2, to be
coupled to other substructures.
Kii and Mii are the generalized modal stiffness and mass matrices and
should be diagonal matrices. In the actual NASTRAN computations, sma]l off-
diagonal non-zero terms will occur. The following relationship should exist
between the corresponding diagonal elements
kii = ki mii 21)
A-4
K and M are the static reduced interface stiffness and mass matrices,
rr rr
when the interior degrees of freedom are released. -LMir_Ur_ would repre-
sent the generalized modal forces, due to interface accelerations.
PHASE 1 - INCORPORATED CHECKS
The checks incorporated are all based on a matrix EQg, which can be ex-
tracted from the GI_G module. 'l'-_neNAS±'_nAN module ..... _^_ _ ..... _e_=_ rA....
dix B2) to output this matrix, which expresses the static load summations for
each unit g-set load. This procedure is forced when the parameter WTMASS, in
the general calling sequence of GI_G (NASTRAN Programmer's Manual (NH_) 4.29),
is set to 0.0. For all other values of W_NASS, module GI_JG performs as outlined
in the NPM. EQg is a 6 x g matrix, where g is equal to 6 times the number of
grid points in the problem. It should be noted, that only grid points should be
used in the problem when extracting this matrix, since scalar points have no
geometry. Therefore, in Phase l, only grid points are used. The 6 rows of E©_
correspond to the _Fx, EFy, EFz, _x' _y' and EMz load summations respectively
about a reference point specified by the parameter GRDPNT. An example of ex-
tracting EQg from GI_G is as follows:
GPWG BGPDT,CSTM,EQEXtN,/EQg/V,Y,GRDPNT=-I/C,N,0.O $
where
_FREF_ = rEQgl _Fg_ STATI C EQUI LIBRIUM







is the vector of 6 rigid body motions of the reference point and
contains all g-set displacements.
Matrix D is equal to the D matrix discussed in the NASTRAN Programmers
g
Manual, Section 4.29.
Matrix D can be partitioned into the various NASTRAN subsets by using
g
column partitioning vectors generated by the VEC instruction. The subsets of
D are as follows
g
25)
(Usi _Df_ <___ [Dnl
_uf = D x6
UREF_
26)
luol <=Ua = a fx6 27)
I_--[IDZ 1<-'_r-- IDa_ax6 _ uREF_
MULTIPOINT CONSTRAINT CHECK
28)




point by D in Eq. 25.
n
can be related to rigid body motion at the reference
_Um I = [Gm][ Dn] _UREF_ 30)





When performing symmetrical or anti-symmetrical analyses, MPCCKmay contain
non-zero terms if the dependent degree of freedom is on the plane of symmetry
and the independent degree of freedom is off the plane of symmetry. In this case,



















The six columns pertain to rigid body motion at the reference point
(Uox,Uoy,Uoz,@ox,@oy,@o_. The non-zero term is caused by an anti-symmetric
motion @ox, which doesn't apply to the illustrative symmetrical case. The terms
under the symmetrical motions Uox, Uoz, & @oy in this case should always be
zero.
The succeeding checks to be developed on the following pages will also follow
the same rule. That is, when performing symmetric or anti-symmetrical analyses
only the three related columns are appropriately looked at in the check matrix.
SINGLE-POINT CONSTRAINT (SPC) CHECK
An SPC check is developed which is based upon the following assumption. The
only degrees of freedom to be included in this set will be those that have no
stiffness and those that are symmetrical or anti-symmetrical boundary constraints
at the plane of symmetry. Any other supports that a structure might have are
included in the r-set (SUPORT card). Appropriate ALTERS, to change the condition
that the r-set by statically determinate, have been made to prevent a FATAL ERROR.
A-8
The following matrix is formed in NASTRAN
The displacements luf_ can be related to rigid body motion at the reference






_SPCCK _ should be mull. For symmetrical or antisymmetrical analyses only
the appropriate three columns will be zero.
SINGLE-POINT CONSTRAINT MASS CHECK
When mass is generated from member densities, mass may inadvertantly be
assigned to SPC degrees of freedom. This mass will be lost in calculating vibra-
tion modes, unless they happen to be at sym. or anti boundary constraints.
SPC inertia forces can be written as:
where [Mss _ is a symmetrical partition of _Mnn _.
The accelerations i_ds_ can be related to rigid body accelerations at the




: [Ms -] [ psi
5x6
38)
should be null. For symmetric or anti-symmetric analyses only the
appropriate 3 columns will be zero. If they are not, the degree of freedom in
question should be MPC'ed, to prevent loss of mass.
OTHER TRANSFORMATION CHECKS
Checks similar to the MPC check (eq. 32) are performed for the NASTRAN
-1
generated transformation matrices [Go_ and [G£_ , where [ G_= -[K ] [K r].
This was done mainly to determine how far equilibrium has deteriorated due to
ill-conditioning or round-off. The checks are:
39)
4o)
For symmetric or anti-symmetric analyses only the appropriate 3 columns
should be zero.
REDUCED INTERFACE STIFFNESS CHECK
The static interface stiffness from eq. 17 states
iFrl --[Krr] _Ur-_ 41)
A-IO
Relating _Ur% to rigid body motion by£Dr 3 (eq. 28).
Null
For sy_netric or anti-symmetric analyses only the appropriate 3 columns should
be zero.
RIGID BODY MASS MATRIX CHECK
The reduced interface mass can be converted to a rigid body mass matrix.
This can be compared with the [MO_ matrix, which is printed output from the
GFWG module. For symmetric or anti-symmetric analyses, only the symmetric or
anti-sy_netric terms should be compared. This check ensures that no mass has
been lost in the reduction process. [Mrr 3 is converted to a rigid body matrix
as follows :
6x6
MATRICES GENERATED IN PHASE 1 NECESSARY FOR PHASE 2 CHECKS
In Phase 2, the basic matrix EQg (eq. 22) cannot be extracted from the
G_G module, because the Phase 1 component modes (or generalized coordinates )
will be defined in Phase 2 as scalar points. Therefore, it is necessary to
generate matrices in Phase 1 which can be used for Phase 2 checks.
We already have a matriX[Dr_(eq. 28) to define the interface motion due
to rigid body motion at the reference point. This matrix will be input to
Phase 2.
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Wemust now find a similar matrix for the generalized modal coordinates,
which will be written as
Inverting_Kii_ in eq. 15 yields
_i_ = [Kii_ -I _Fi_ 46)
The generalized forces, _Fi_ , is defined in eq. 14 as
_Fi_=[_ -T _ F_
The generated NASTRANmatrix[K_ defines
Converting _U_ to rigid body motion by[Di_ in eq. 28 gives
_7)
48)
_Fg'_ = [K_'_ [D_-_ _UREF_ 49)
Since[K_ is large _F_ can be defined another way by using the upper
partition of the stiffness matrix in eq. 9)
5o)
A-12




tK_][ D_ = - [K_r _[ Dr]
Therefore, substituting 52 into 49 yields
52)
Combining eq. 46, 47 and 53 gives
53)
Equating 54 to 45 yields
-1 T
K--.-Di-'_ = - tKii_ [ _._ L K_r_LDr_ 55)
This matrix will be input to Phase 2.
The column partition vectors used for merging substructures in Phase 2 now
seems to be the only unchecked hand data. These vectors are somewhat incon-
venient to prepare and are subject to human errors. Certain matrices will now
be generated in Phase 1 so that they can be compared with the merged matrices







[SUMKii_ gives the summation of interior elastic forces about a reference
point a_o___÷or "_ genei_alized modal displacements.
[SUMMii_ gives the stm_natiea of negative interior inertia forces about a
reference point due to unit generalized modal accelerations.
[SLhMMri_ gives the summation of negative interface inertia forces about a
reference point due to unit generalized modal accelerations.
Phase 2 - Coupling Substructures' Reduced Dynamic Equations and Solving for
Free-Free Modes
The equations of motion of the combined uncoupled substructures can now be









_u_ represents of the uncoupled or junction point degreesall interface
of freedom. The interface or junction points are defined by GRID cards, thereby
creating 6 degrees of freedom at each junction point. The unwanted d.o.f. (those




linou of t ;is
where N = no. of substructures
would contains 6 x (number of substructure i junction pts ).
_ represents all of the uncoupled generalized modal coordinates ob-
rained in Phase 1. These coordinates will be defined by scalar points. Any
unwanted generalized coordinate _hose representing higher modes) can be SPC'ed
out subsequently in the reduction process. The lineup of_is
The column partition vectors used to merge the substructures can be thought
of as transformation matrices for the sake of presentation. For example:
T
will merge the jth substructure interface stiffness from Phase 1 into the Phase 2
Therefore, the mass and stiffness matrices in eq. 59 are generated by
j=l
[Tg j j j T j . . x"
• + T j j j T[ gr][Mir]_Tgi_ )
A-15
where N = numberof substructures.
Similarly the kinematic matrix similar to eq. 23 ) can be generated
N
In order to partition the mergedmatrices of eq 59) into that of eq 60), we
need a column partition vector defining the generalized coordinates in terms of
the g-set lineup. This is obtained by adding up the substructures' partition
vectors which merged the substructure generalized coordinates into the Fnase 2
lineup.
_CPgi'_ = _ N _j=l _ CPg 62)
We can now perform some checks on the merged matrices in eq. 60) after
first partitioning [Dg]
MERGED INTERFACE STIFFNESS CHECK
631
[0_ = _KGGRCK'_ = [KGGr_ [ DGr_ 64)
For symmetric or anti-symmetric analyses only the 3 appropriate columns should
be zero.
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MERGED RIGID BODY MASS MATRIX CHECK
[MOGGr _ = [DGr _T[ MGGr_[ DGr_
this matrix should be equal to
65)
[MOGGr_ = _j._ C MORRJ 66)
or equal to the sum of the substructures' rigid body mass matrices given in
eq. _3.
FORCE SUMMATION CHECKS ON MERGED MATRICES
T
"_'_ ' .h.i i@
6x _ T
6x_ L ,
Z SUMMGri_ = [ DGr_ T [ MGGri I = [ SUMMrl i _ SUMMzN
Merged Matrices Phase 1 Matrices
eq 56 _ 58
PHASE 2 CONTINUATION
After the merging checks are performed, the dynamic problem stated in eq.
59) will be reduced in the normal RIGID FORMAT 3 fashion to obtain a real eigen-
value solution. Continuity at the interface between structures are described by
MPC's and the rigid body supports described by a SUPORT card. The checks incor-
ported in Phase 1 are incorporated in Phase 2 (Equations 25 thru 43 are still valid
in Phase 2).
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The system eigenvalues and eigenvectors are recovered in the original sub-
structure lineups and put on individual substructure tapes so that grid point
displacement can be obtained and plotted for the system modesin Phase3.
The eigenvectors for a typical reduced substructure would be
67)
Each substructures' system modal stiffness and mass is also calculated and
printed out in this phase. This gives us the contribution of each substructure
to the total modal stiffness and mass.
For more detailed description of all operations performed in all three
phases, see Appendix BI.
Appendix B1
NASTRAN COMPONENT MODES ANALYSIS ALTERS TO RIGID







APPENDIX BI NASTRAN COMPONENT MODES ANALYSIS - ALTERS TO RIGID
FORMAT 3, PHASES i, 2, AND 3
REGULAR BULK PARAMETER USED - PHASE ]
GRDPNT This parameter should always be used. It causes the rigid body
mass matrix MO to be printed out, which can be compared with
the matrix MORR discussed in ALTER 75,84.
WTMASS Converts generated weight to mass. In the 1/8 scale model, the
weight was in lbs., therefore WTMASS = .002588. The MO matrix
was thus a rigid body weight matrix (see GRDPNT above). If mass was
generated directly (densities in mass units), WTMASS would be 1.O
and the MO matrix would be a rigid body mass matrix.
NEW BULK PARAMETERS - PHASE 1
TPNAME Label name of INPT, where reduced substructure matrices are out-
putted for Phase 2.
386.4 #/in/see 2, which converts mass to ibs., which is consis-
tent with the parameter WTMASS = .002588. Therefore, the mat-
rices MO and MORRwill be in consistent units (see GRD_TTabove).
If WTMASS = 1.O, MASSC = 1.O. In order to have MO and MORR
consistent MASSC should be the reciprocal of WTMASS.
PHASE 1 ASSUMPTIONS
i. Any zero-stiffness degrees of freedom and symmetrical or anti-symmetrical
boundary constraints at the model plane of symmetry are included in the
Single Point Constraint set (SPC). No other degrees of freedom are included
in this set.
2. Each substructure should reference the same origin on the GRDPNT parameter
card and also reference the same basic coordinate system.
3. No scalar points should be used in this phase.
BI-I
,Interface or junction point degrees of freedom are defined by SUIDRT
cards (r-set).
The component modes obtained in this phase are with the interface fixed.






ALTERS INCORPORATED - PHASE i (GENERAL FLOW)
Changes mass at GRID points to weight [Wgg 3 = [Mgg
MASSC PRINT & CHKPNT
t Default = 386.h #/in/sec 2
X
Obtains frommodif_a mod131e G__WG, basic matrix necessary
for subsequent built-in checks. Also purges matrices gene-




HORGE CPnf, Ds, SPCCK, Mss , Wss , WS_C/SINGLE
S
_.mt-K_..-l_ ,l:b,...,. n n _'pc,c,'_- M W W_PC'





Insert _3RGE CPfa, Do, GOCHt_OI_T
o
CHKPNT CPfa, Do, Da, GOCHK








ALTER 75, 84 1
IALTER 89, 89 I








Replaces Rigid Body Modules. The condition that the
SUPORT card define rigid body supports has been eli-
minated. The SUPORT card now defines the interface
d.o.f. This alter also performs a rigid body trans-
formation check and reduced interface stiffness check.
Also prints out a rigid body weight matrix to check if
mass was lost in the reduction process.
Obtains free modes fixed at interface
Insert { READ K_, M_ ,,, EED,, CASECC/LAML, _, Mi,
0EIGS/C, N, MODES/V, N, NEIGV
Insert I CHKPNT_g, LAML
( OFPLAML, OEIGS,,,,//V,N, CARDNO
Generates generalized modal stiffness and mass matrices
and puts necessary matrices for PHASE 2 on tape INPT.
• Delete C_<PNT statement
Replace LAMA by LAML in calling sequence for SDR2
module.
BI-4
ALTER 54 - PHASE 1 (DETAILED FLOW_
ALTER 54 ) *NOTE:
Module GPWG has been modified to output
matrix EQg. This matrix expresses the
basic system resultants of the unit g-
set loads about a chosen origin, defined
by the input parameter GRDPNT. Actually,
EQg is equal to the D T matrix discussed
in the NASTRAN PROGRAMMERS MANUAL (sectior
4.29.7).
*OBTAIN EQ_ FROM GI_G
G_G BGPDT, CSTM, EQEXIN, /EQg/V, Y_ GRDPNT =-i/C, N, 0.05
nTm!_ _0 wv _==L'S I _=m_ ,.....








CI{KPNT EQg, Dg, Dm, Dn, cPgm_ MPCCK
BI-5
ALTER _9 - PHASE 1 (DETAILED FLOW)
ALTER 59 )
GENERATE PARTITION VECTOR CPg m . USING VEC INSTRUCTION
-n "




MPC CHECK (ASSUMING NO SCALAR 1TS)
[0]= [MPCCK]= [Gm][Dn] - [Dm]
mx6
%- PRINT
There are certain cases when some terms will not be
zero. This occurs when doing symmetric or anti-sym-
metric analyses. For example, when relating a D0F
on the plane of symmetry to a D0F off the plane of
symmetry. In this case the non-zero term will be the
difference in coordinates between the two points.
I CHKPNT
t
CPg_, Din, Dn, MPCCK I
BI-6
ALTER65 ALTER 65 - PHASE 1 (DETAILED FLOW)




SPC ,CHECK (SPC FORCES CAUSED BY RIGID BODY MOTION) I
[O] = [SPCCK] = [Kfs]T [Df]
sx6
print
_For symmetric or anti-symmetric analyses,
only columns pertaining to symmetric or
anti-s_mletric rigid body motion should
U_ v._:2J['U.
EXTRACT OUT MASS AT SPC's USING CPn]
ss , _[I Mnn ]
i i
CHANGE MASS Mss TO WEIGHT
[Wss] = [Mss] x MASSC
MASSC is an input BULK _o *.pa ._me .,e r.
_// If none, default = 386.4 _'_,./','"_:,'_,__r__
LOSS OF WEIGHT CHECK THRU SPC's
[0] = [WSPC] = [W ][D s]
sx6 ss
print
Col's represent resultants of weight
at SPC's about origin. For symmetric
or anti-symmetric analyses_ on!_ _
col's for symmetric or anti-syum_eiri:
resultants should be zero.
CHKPNT CPnf, Ds, Df, SPCCK, Mss , Wss, WSPC
/r _2T"Jq_ i "_ '\
BI-7
ALTER 73 )




PARTITION RIGID BODY TRANSFORMATION Df USING CPfO
D° [Dr]
Da
CHECK ON TRANSFORMATION MATRIX G
O
[o] : [aoc_] : [Go][Da] - D O]
_x6
_PRI_T
_For symmetric or anti-symmetric analyses, only columns
pertaining to symmetric or anti-symmetric rigid body
motion should be zero.
I CHKPNT CPf°, Do, Da, GOCHKl
BI-8
ALTER 75, 84 - PHASE i (DETAILED FLOW)
A_LTER 75, 84 )
l
PARTITION STIFFNESS & MASS INTO FREE &
INTERFACE D.O.F. (£ & r SETS)
K_ [K_r I [K
KArT i K___j aa
M 'M







SOLVE FOR TRANSFORMATION MATRIX G£
-1
[G_] = -[K_] [Kzr]
t
REDUCED INTERFACE STIFFNESS
[Krr] = [K£r]T[G_] + [K--]rr
t
INTERMEDIATE MASS MATRICES
[MIzr] : [Mz£][G_] + [M_r]
[Mlrr] : [Mzr]T[G£] + [M_r r]
t
REDUCED INTERFACE MASS
[Mrr] = [G_]T[MI_r ] + [Mlrr]
t




I[CPa__}, USING VEC INSTRUCTIONGENERATE PARTITION VECTOR
i"
I




CHECK TRANSFORMATION MATRIX G_
[o] : [GT,C_] : [a_]EDr] _ [D_]
_x6
PRINT
For symmetric or anti-symmetric analyses, only
columns pertaining to syn_netric or anti-symme-
tric rigid body motion should be zero.
PEDUCED YNq_,RFACE STT]_,SS (_.(_(




CHANGE REDUCED INTERFACE MASS TO EIGHT
[Wrr] = [Mrr] x MASSC
I
RIGID BODY WEIGHT MATRIX CHECK




CHKPNT CPar, D_, Dr, GLCHK, KRRCK, Wrr , MOrr
E_ND OF ALTER 75, 8_ _ I
MO should be equal to the M0
/ rrmatrix
which is printed out from module
GH#G. For symmetric or anti-sym-
metric analyses only symmetric or






GENERALIZED MODAL STIFFNESS & MASS MATRICES
(NEED FOR MODAL COUPLING)
PRINT
LKii J = L_ J L_Z£ JL_ J
PRINT
[Mii ] = [0£]T[M_ ][_ ]
[Mir] = [¢£]T[MI£r]
_FROM ALTER 75, 84
SUMMATION OF UNIT GENERALIZED FORCES ABOUT ORIGIN
-i
[D_ ]¢ [EQ i ] = -[D r IT_ = [K£r ]T[_][Kii ]
SUMMATION OF FORCES ABOUT ORIGIN OF MODAL STIF/_ESS
& MASS MATRICES. ?RINT OUT ALL MATRICES
[SUMKii] : [EQ i][Kii]
[SUMMii ] = [EQ i ][Mii ]
[SUMMr i ] = [EQr ][Mi r IT
BI-II
COPYONTOTAFE(INPT) MATRICESNECESSARYTOCOUPLEIN PHASE2
OUTPUTIKrr , Kii , Mrr , Mir , Mii//C , N, -i/C, N, O/V, Y, TPNAME
0UT_T1 Di, Or,,,//C , N, o1% N, o/v,Y, TmA 
t TPNAME is an input BULK Parameter
ExP  I=  'EcTORsuS=a





Number of reduced substructures (on tape INPT) to be coupled.
Label name of INPT which contains the reduced substructure
matrices plus column partition vectors for merging. It is
also the common label name of INP1, INP2, etc., where the
final substructures system eigenv_lues and eigenvectors are
outputted, which will be used for Phase 3.
Same as in Phase i.
PHASE 2 ASSUM_TIONS
i. Interface or junction point degrees of freedom are defined on GRID cards
with the released DOF in Phase 1 SPC'd out.
2. Substructure component modes are defined as scalar points.
3. Continuity at junction points between substructures are accomplished with
MPC' s.
4. SUPORT card in this phase defines the usual rigid body statically deter-
minate supports.
5. The Phase 1 tapes are assumed to have been consolidated onto 1 tape by a
DMAP run, which will be input to this run. This tape also contains the
column partition vectors necessary for merging.

















ALTERS INCORPORATED - PHASE 2 (GENERAL FLOW)
Deleted (No member input in this phase)
Contains DMAP loop to combine reduced substructures
- Deleted (No member input in this phase)
Same as Phase i Alters
NOTE: SUPORT card in Phase 2 defines rigid body
support s.
Obtain free-free modes
READ Kaa , Maa , Mrr , G£, EED, USET, CASECC/




I_,_ _,_ I.... _o_o_ee_ror_e_._e
t
Revise SDR2 (no members defined)
I SDR2 CASECC, CSTM,,,EQEXIN, SIL,,,BGFDP, IAMA,,Insert _g,,/,,OPHIG,,_/C, N_ REIG
OFP OPHIG,,,,,//V, N, CARDNO
Extracts out eigenvalues and eigenvectors for each re-
duced m_structure and puts them on separate tapes.
These tapes are then used in Phase 3.
BI-13
ALTER 46 - PHASE 2 (DETAILED FLOW)






Number of reduced substruc-
tures on tape must be defined




LIST TAPE (INPT) CONTAINING REDUCED SUBSTRUCTJRES' MATRICES
INPUTTI/,,,,/C, N, -3/C, N, O/V, Y, TPNAME
KNITIAL LOOP PARAMETER VALUE
PASS = I
JUMP LOOPC
LABEL LOOPC _ Top of loop to combine
reduced substructure mat-
I rices into combined
p seudo- st ruc ture.
IDEFINE FIRST PASS PARAMETER
i
PASSI = PASS -2 ,]
INI_JT REDUCED SUBSTRUCTURE MATRICES FROM TAPE INPT
INI_JTTI/KRRj, KIIj, MRRj, MIRj, MIIj/C, N, O/C, N, 0








MERGE i st SUBSTRUCTURE REDUCED MATRICES _NTO
PSEUDO-STRUCTURE G-LINEUP, USING COL. PART.
VECTORS CPGR j & CPGI j
I"__/ ...... 1
[Kgg] ___ [- - , KIIjj
[_4 _fl












IADD MATRICES TO PREVIOUS ACCU_TED
SUBSTRUCTURE MATRICES
[Kgg ] _ EQUI V
_ EQUIV
[Mgg ]
[Dg ] _ EQUIV
{cmi]
[Kgg T] -- [Kgg] + [KggA]
[Mgg T] -- [M ] +gg [MggA ]
[Dg T] = [Dg] + [Dg A]
{CPGIT] : {CmI]+ {Cm_jI
DEFINE SKIP LOOP PARAMETER
SKIP = NOSUB - PASS
SKIP NO _--
LABEL LC4






PASS = PASS + i
REPT, LOOPC







IUNCOUPLED INTERFACE STIFFNESS CHECK
[0] = [KGGRCK] = [KGGr][DGr]
--_PRINT & CHKPNT
RIGID BODY WEIGHT MATRIX OF COMBINED
SUBSTRUCrURE_
Same as E KRRCK from Phase i
PRINT & CHKPNT _ Same as E MOrr
[MOGGr] = [DGr]T[MGGr][DGr] x MASSC
SUMMATION OF FORCES ABOUT ORIGIN OF MODAL STIFFNESS & MASS
MATRICES. PRINT OUT ALL MATRICES & CHKPNT
from Phase i
[SUMKGG i ] = [DG i ]T[KGGi ] same as ESUMK.. from Phase i
11
[SUMMGG i _ = [DG i ]T[MGGi ] same as ESUMMii from Phase i
[SUMMGri ] = [DGr]T[MGGri ] same as ESUMMri from Phase i
CHKPNT Din, Dn, CPC, MPCCK
t
I






ALTER 108, ll2- PHASE 2 (DETAILED FLOW)
REWIND TAPE CONTAINING REDUCED SUBSTRUCTURE MATRICES
IN_FTI/,,,,/C,N,-l/C,N,O/V,Y,Tm_E
I
INITIAL LOOP PARAMETER VALUE
INP = 1
JUMP LOOPD
INPUT TYPICAL REDUCED SUBSTRUCTURE MATRICES
Top of loop to extract out
eigenvectors for each re-
duced substructure.
IN._!/___,KIIk,MPak,M!h,_/C, N,0/% N,O.
IN_/Dh, DRw c_Gh,c_h,/c,N,0/% N,0
EXTRACT OUT SUBSTRUCTURE EIGENVECTORS USING CPGRk & CPG_
- _rTM
SUBSTRUCTURE ELASTIC FORCES




[MODEK] = [_r]T[FEr ] + [_i]T[FEi ] -,.--<Lnext page_
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SUBSTRUCTURE MOMENTUM FORCES
[_r ] : [_]T[_ i] + [_][_r ]
[mi ] : [MZZ_][_i] + [_Z_][_r]
SUBSTRUCTJRE MODAL MASS
PRINT
[MODEM] = [_r]T[FMr ] + [_i]T[FMi ]
I_T SUBSTRUCTURE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS ON TAPE
OUTPUT1 LAMA, @i' _r "'//c' N, -i/V, N, INP/V, Y, TPNAME
INCREASE LOOP PARAMETER
INP : INP + i
DEFINE SKIP LOOP PARAMETER
SKLOOP = NOSUB - INP
NO
Return to top of loop









NEW BULK PARAMETER - PHASE 3
TPNAME2 label name of INPT which contains final substructure system
eigenvalues and eigenvectors from Phase 2.
PHASE 3 ASSUMPTIONS
1. Checkpoint tape from Phase 1 is used in this phase. Also, a tape from
2. The final full system eigenvectors are recovered in this phase and can
be plotted.




J ALTER 19, 94
t
Deleted (done in Phase i - on CHKPNT tape)•
..... Deletes part done in Phase I, and inputs Phase 2 re-
sults to obtain final a-set eigenvectors.
Deletes part done in Phase i.
Delete error messages.
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ALTER19, 94) iLTER 19, 94 - PHASE3 (DETAILEDFLOW)
LIST TAPE(INPT) CONTAININGPHASE2 RESULTS
INPUTTI/,,,,/C, N, -3/C, N, 0/V, Y, TPNAME2
].
!
INFJT PHASE 2 RESULTS
INPUTTI/LAMA, ¢i' @r ''/c' N, 0
FINAL SUBSTRUCTURE INTERIOR EIGENVECTORS
[_F ] = [@g][_i ] + [G_][@r_
¢_ = Phase 1 eigenvectors (interface fixed)
!!
MERGE EIGENVECTORS USING [CPa_}
SUMMATION OF ELASTIC FORCES ABOUT REF. PT.
PRINT
[0] = [EQFE] = [Da]T[Kaa][¢a ]
6xi
SUMMATION OF MOMENTUM FORCES ABOUT REF. PT. (Relative to hi = 1 )
PRINT
[SUMM_ = [ha ]T[Maa ][@a _
6xi
___For absolute values multiply each column by cor_es_rd_j
eigenvalue k..i i
NOTE: Summing up this matrix from all substructures should be
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